


We invite you to charter to 
take advantage of a perfect 
venue for any gathering of 
friends and family. You can 
cruise in absolute comfort 
and offer your guests an 
unforgettable experience 
involving an iconic yacht.

About 
Christina O

length: 99m / 325’
speed: 19 knots
refit: 2015-18
cabins: 17
guests: 34
crew: 38

“CHRISTINA O has infinitely better
deck space for entertaining than the
latest yachts built today.
The experience of cruising in such
style is almost impossible to replicate”

Whether you have 
experience of large yachts 
or not, you will appreciate 
the unique atmosphere 
and romantic power of this 
historic vessel. Onassis knew 
that modern yachts lack 
class in comparison.

Her ability to cruise fast is a valuable asset for 
enjoying a wide area of coast during a charter

More than any other yacht, CHRISTINA O is a symbol of 
romance, and coming aboard you feel it’s magic.

The yacht is a stage, and has a history of the most glamorous, 
and heroic business, political, and entertainment protagonists. 

Aristotle Onassis understood perfectly what people need to come 
together, relax and be entertained.  You simply need old-world 
charm.



exterior

Graceful and impressive
with style, flair and panache



space on deck The aft deck table seats 16 people. It is a beautiful 
varnished table with intricate marquetry inlays designed 
by Melinda Patten depicting the tales of Ulysses. 
The mosaic dancefloor lowers to form the swimming 
pool, and depicts the story of the Minotaur.
It is a popular area for breakfasts and BBQ set-ups.



The original showpiece pool design, with a 
mosaic base that can be raised & lowered



There are spaces for large groups as well as cosy 
relaxing and dining.

The split-level Jacuzzi Deck overlooks the Aft Deck pool 
at one end, and a few steps down next to the Jacuzzi you 
arrive at the bar (pictured below right).

Jacuzzi Deck



Two beautifully restored 
Hacker Craft will transport 
guests between the yacht 
and shore in ultimate style.

Hacker 
Craft

not just one hacker, but two



crew
The crew are the most important 
part of any yacht.
Charter guests and brokers have 
given high praise for this crew.

The team of Chefs are one of the 
greatest assets of CHRISTINA O.

The Head Chef is French, and the 
Pastry Chef is Argentinian, and 
together with the team of Sous-
Chefs they can produce cuisine of 
impeccable standard. 

They can cater for large numbers 
as well as offer extraordinary a la 
carte menus.



interior

The Callas lounge is a room for entertaining 
amongst an amazing collection of memorabilia



The Jackie O
Lapis Lounge

With it’s feature Lapis Lazuli 
fireplace. Lapis is one of the 
most sought after stones in use 
since history began, and reading 
about it you find it said that it 
is “stimulating one’s desire for 
knowledge and understanding... 
it is excellent for enhancing 
memory” 

The electric piano in the Jackie O 
Lounge can play itself with moving 
keys, as well as being a perfectly 
tuned musical instrument.

The books are rare and interesting.



Ari’s Bar
Ari’s Bar is probably the most 
famous part of CHRISTINA O. The 
bar itself is made from the wood of 
an ancient Spanish Galleon; and 
the world map is original Philips 
map.

 There is a photo of John Wayne in 
the bar, and another of Elisabeth 
Taylor & Richard Burton.

The bar has been the venue for some 
historic meetings, including the 
first meeting between Sir Winston 
Churchill and John F Kennedy.

The adjoining Lapis Lounge is the 
entry point to the interior of the 
yacht from the aft deck. 



Maria
Callas

The story of Maria Callas is an 
important part of music history, 
and people say “For modern 
sopranos, there is B.C. and A.C. – 
before Callas and After Callas.” 
A unique collection of letters and 
memorabilia has been assembled.

The Steinway grand piano is 
available to use.

The silver Tiffany dish on the wall, 
was presented to Maria Callas by 
Earl Blackwell. at the birthday 
celebration of JFK, 18 May 1963.
Callas is pictured with JFK and 
Earl Blackwell on the night.



the 
legend

The Maria Callas Lounge 
celebrates the lives and 
achievements of several of the 
protagonists of the yacht’s early 
story.

The entire collection of Callas 
recordings is available in a special 
presentation box offered by EMI.

Visible on the left of the entrance 
to the Callas Lounge are the 
original wedding rings from her 
first marriage; and there is a games 
table with hidden roulette wheel.



Sir Winston 
Churchill 
Library

The library was originally 
the dining room in the days of 
Aristotle Onassis.  Now it becomes 
a welcome reception rooom 
connected to the Callas Lounge.

The collection of books in the 
library includes some compulsive 
reading about the story of 
CHRISTINA O, and you may find 
yourself enraptured by the story 
as you discover details of who was 
on board and how they intertwine 
with the timeline of significant 
events in history.



Dining 
room

Another Steinway piano is 
adjacent to the dining table.

An impressive original portrait 
of Sir Winston Churchill hangs 
next to the door that connects the 
dining room with Ari’s Bar.

42 people

28 main table seats

14 additional seats



Cabins

Master Suite “ The Onassis Suite”



Onassis 
Suite

There is a working fireplace, 
with an original Renoir painting 
hanging above it.

The suite has excellent views and is 
positioned amidships for stability 
and quiet comfort.

bedroom 
sitting room
bathroom



Although the yacht has a total of 17 cabins, and is 
advertised for up to 34 guests, if there were a baby 
or young children sharing in their parents cabin, 
the yacht conforms to the classification for up to 36 
guests.

Ample hanging space in the walk in closets.
The cabins are all named after Greek islands.

Guest cabins
There are 16 guest cabins, each of roughly 18.5sqm 
and slightly less in the two forward cabins.
All of the guest cabins except two can be either double 
or twin. The bathrooms are the same in all cabins, 
with the exception of the much larger Onassis Suite.



WiFi is avaiable throughout the yacht.
Lower deck cabin portholes must be closed (covered) 
when the yacht is cruising, due to regulations.  They can 
be opened again when the yacht is static.

Comfort
The bathrooms were recently upgraded, and the products 
used are Molton Brown.
The guest linen is also new and of the highest quality.
Air conditioning is centrally controlled.
The cabins all have sofas that were recently re-covered.



Spa & 
beauty

There are two full time spa 
treatment therapists on board the 
yacht as part of the crew, and they 
are fully available to offer massage 
throughout the day, with no extra 
charge.

The menu of spa treatments is 
available. Please ask for it.

Massage
Fitness
estethic



Fun is part of the daily routine on board CHRISTINA O.

Access to the sea comes in many forms, depending on your
thirst for speed and adrenaline; a workout; or to explore.

The crew can deploy the AquaGlide inflatable slide, and also 
inflate the OBRIEN ringo and the banana to tow behind one 
of the two Zodiac RIBs. 
There are two SeaDoo Spark waverunners (jetskis), and 
a 120hp SeaDoo GTI, as well as classics like kayaks and 
paddleboards.
A new boarding platform was added, to facilitate stepping to 
and from the tenders, and for swimming.

The yacht is extremely well equipped with tenders and toys.
The Flyboard is a great new addition, and there are three 
waverunners and two RIBs for watersports, in addition to the 
two Hacker Craft tenders.

tenders 
&toys



the pool deck



Your guests will enjoy a unique experience on CHRISTINA O, 
with a setting that is simply stunning as well as emotionally 
powerful.  The crew are of course the vital ingredient, and 
they know exactly how to ensure the guests have fun.

unforgettable 
evenings 



Magnificent timeless lines



No modern yacht can match 
the experience of cruising on 
board CHRISTINA O. Ask 
your broker who has been on 
board for their opinion.



Contact your preferred Broker

Check the availability and rate


